
“Kundalini is the
greatest energy in
the human body.
If kundalini is

awakened, it entirely
changes the person,
who then dwells in
complete peace and
clarity of mind.”
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THE ANCTENT* SAGE PATAJALI
was the first to systematize the practices
of Astanga Yoga. The second verse of his
famous Yoga SUtras defines Yoga thus:

-IlII1cI!-II.-RI€r: II

yoga citta vrtti nirodhaIi
Yoga is the cessation of thought-
waves in the mind.

YOGA SGTR& 1:2

Yoga literally means “union.” Through
stilling the mind, union with our divine
source is achieved.

Practices of yoga (sadhana) purify the
body and the mind for the purpose of de
veloping concentration. Perfect concen
tration leads to a thoughtless mind and
superconsciousness (samadhi). This higher
consciousness brings knowledge of reality
and peace.

Patañjali described this process as
having eight parts or “limbs; thus the
system is called Atanga (afa eight,
anga = limb) Yoga. The eight limbs are:

* Although Patanjali’s exact dates are
unknown, he wrote the Yoga Sutras some
centuries before Christ.

yama (restraints), niyama (observances),
asana (posture, seat), praiayttma (control
of prmla, breath), pratythtra (with drawing
the mind from sense perception), dhtrana
(concentration), dhyttna (meditation), and
sainttdhi (superconsciousness).

Yama
(Restraints)

ici-iTgfli wrr: ii ii

ahithsatyasteya—brahinacarya-parigraha yarnøi
Ahithsct (nonviolence), satya
(truthfulness), asteya (non-stealing),
brahmacarya (continence), and
aparigraha (non-possessiveness)
are the five restraints.

YOGA SUT1 2:30

Ahithsa (nonviolence): To refrain from
causing pain to any living being, in
cluding oneself. Every action, word, or
thought that causes pain to another, any
thought containing anger, greed, lust, or
attachment is a form of violence. With per
fection of ahithsa, one’s nonviolent nature
and peace radiate to others. Even violent

INTRODUCTION

THE EIGHT LIMBS

“The aim of life is to
attain peace. No one

can give us peace. We
can’t buy or borrow it.
We have to cultivate

it by practicing yama
and niyama.”
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“Do your work by
surrendering to God.
Don’t think that you
are helping others,

but think that God is
helping them, taking

you as an instrument.”

creatures (e.g. wild animals) abandon
their hostility in the presence of such a
nonviolent being.

Satya (truthfulness): To develop hon
esty; to avoid deceiving others and one
self. Cultivating truthfulness requires the
aspirant to avoid exaggeration, rational
ization, pretense, and all other variants
of deceit. When truthfulness is perfected,
one’s words and blessings always come
true.

Asteya (non-stealing): To avoid any
kind of misappropriation of material or
non-material things, such as acceptance of
undeserved praise. When nonstealing is
perfected, one is freed from the illusion of
ownership: me/mine, you/yours.

Brahmacarya (continence): To conserve
and redirect the sexual energy. Literally
translated, brahmacarya means “to walk on
God’s path.” Perfect celibacy is, above all,
an attitude of mind — purity of thought,
word, and deed. To aid in the practice
of celibacy one should eat sattvika food
and avoid worldly situations and envi
ronments. When continence is perfected,
one gains physical, mental, and spiritual
strength.

Aparigraha (non-hoarding): To avoid the
accumulation of unnecessary possessions.
Its purpose is to become free not from pos
sessions themselves, but from attachment
to them so that one is unaffected by their
gain or loss. Perfection of aparigraha gives
dispassion and one gains knowledge of
the past, present, and future.

Niyama (Observances)

Ii-n-: ii ii

auca—sathtoa—tapaIj—svadhyttyesvara—
praizidhanani niyamttIz

auca (purity), sathtoa (contentment),
tapas (austerity), svadhytya (scriptural
study), and Tvarapranidhana (surrender
to God) constitute observances.

YOGA Sori 2:32

auca (purity): Cleanliness of the body
and purity of the mind. As the mind and
body are interdependent, purification
of the body is a means of controlling the
mind. External cleanliness on the gross
level includes daily bathing, wearing
clean clothes, living in a clean house; on
the subtle level it is purity of action or
selfless service. Internal cleanliness on
the gross level includes the system of at
karma (six purificatory techniques); on the
subtle level it is the eradication of nega
tive qualities and thoughts from the mind.

By observing cleanliness one becomes
less attached to one’s own body, and loses
desire for physical contact with others.
When purity is perfected, one gains con
trol of the senses and becomes cheerful,
one-pointed, and fit for Self-realization.

Sathtosa (contentment): More than a
passive state of mind, contentment is a
virtue to be actively cultivated in order
to free the mind from the effects of plea
sure and pain. When contentment is per
fected, one becomes desireless and attains
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Tapas (austerity): Literally, “to burn”; in

yoga tapas implies the burning of all de
sires by means of discipline, purification,
and penance. Fasting, enduring heat or
cold, and observing silence are methods
of tapas. Any form of giving up desires is
tapas. Prttiutyaina (breath control) is con
sidered to be the highest austerity, as it
requires great restraint of the normal, life-
giving breath. When austerity is perfected
one achieves control over the body and
the senses.

Svttdhyiya (scriptural study): The study
of scriptures, self-inquiry, satsaig, and
japa (repetition) of Om, with the aim of
attaining liberation. Study of scriptures
pertains especially to the Vedas; it also
includes study of the lives and teachings
of saints. Self-inquiry is done by reflecting
deeply on the question, “Who am I?”
Satsang is association with spiritually
oriented people and places. As Om is the
origin of all man tras (sacred sounds or
words), japa of Om may be extended to
include any niantra used for liberation.
Through svttdhyaya one can contact the
form of God that one desires to worship.

Tvarapraiiidhttna (surrender to God):
Recognition that the limited, ego-self is
an illusion; channeling of energies toward
the realization of truth, or God. One who
sees the Self in all beings and who has
surrendered the ego of being the “doer”
is the true practitioner of Ivarapraiiidhttna.
Perfection of Ivarapraiiidhana brings
success in samttdhi (superconsciousness).

Asana
(Posture, Seat)

The word asana is commonly translated
as “posture,” but its literal meaning is
“seat,” referring particularly to meditation
postures, which promote concentration
of the mind. Since a healthy body is
important for meditation, ancient yogis
devised many different postures to make
the body strong, sound, and flexible.

Asanas help to balance the physical
body by regulating glandular secretions,
toning muscles and nerves, massaging
internal organs, and improving circulation
and digestion. Although asanas are not
intended to build large muscles, they
do make the body strong, flexible, and
proportionate; thin bodies are developed,
while unnecessary fat is reduced.

Asanas increase endurance, will power,
and resistance to disease. Through
regular practice the mind becomes calm
and undesireable thoughts gradually
diminish.

Primarily, however, asanas function as a
stimulant to the subtle body. They purify
the subtle energy channels (nacirs) and
strengthen all five vital energies (prttlzas).
They direct the flow of pralza upward,
aiding in the awakening of kualinT, the
great reservoir of spiritual energy situated
at the base of the spine.

“No one can have
everything. You have

to be content with what
you have and what you

get. Running to get
everything is like a deer
who runs after a mirage

and dies of thirst.”

A II.

* These are also part of the system of
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the physical body.

Vyana

Udna

Präna

}

Apana

Prztytima
(Breath Control)

The fourth limb of Astanga Yoga is
prlttyalna. The word prtt;utynla is made
of two words: praza, “vital energy” — that
which makes all life and all physical ac
tivity possible; and ayitma, “expansion.”
Prttiutyama is a method of breathing
through which life supporting energy is
expanded.

Yoga (union) is achieved by stop
ping thought waves (vttis) in the mind.
Mental activity is correlated to breath;
the more breaths there are, the more
thoughts rush through the mind. The
practice of prstiyayama, which involves a
series of breathing exercises, drastically
reduces the number of breaths taken in
a given period. By calming the mind, it
thus prepares one for concentration and
meditation.

The practices of praiayitma are based on
the normal breathing pattern, which has
four stages: inhalation, retention, exhala
tion, retention. Pranttyttma alters the ratio
of these four parts; it is designed to slow
down the rate of breathing and, especially,
to lengthen breath retention (kunthhttka).

VAYUS
(Vital Airs)

The vayus are five specific manifes
tations of prttiza in the subtle body, each

8 having a certain function and location in

In the heart region resides prt;za vayu

In the anus region apana vayu

In the navel region samttna vayu,

In the throat region udtna ‘ottyu, and

In the whole body vytna vctyu prevails
GORAKSA SAIHITA, VERSE 30

Udttna vttyu (rising air) functions be
tween the throat and the top of the head;
its normal movement is upward. It con
trols speech, vomiting, and balance, keeps
the body upright, and gives strength to
the memory and intellect. In yoga sadhana,
it carries kundalin to sahasrtra cakra.

Praii vctyu (vital air) functions between
the throat and the navel. It controls res
piration, speech, swallowing, circulation,
body temperature, and perspiration. In
yoga it raises kuizt1alinT to udana vayu.

Samana vayu (unchanging air) func
tions between the navel and the heart,
maintaining apana and pralia vayns in a
balanced state. It controls digestion, reg
ulates digestive secretions in the stomach,
liver, duodenum, and small intestines.
This vayu distributes the essential parts of
food, thereby nourishing the various parts
of the body. In yoga it stimulates apana and
praiza vayus and pushes kulj(lalinT upward.

Vyana vayu (diffused air) functions
throughout the entire body, helping all
other prazas to function. It controls body
movement, circulation, heartbeat, and
aids the function of the gross nerves and

Regions of the
Five Vãyus
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Apana vayu (downward air) functions
from the navel to the soles of the feet;
its normal movement is downward. It
controls digestion, excretion, reproduc
tion, and child delivery. In yoga it carries
kuv1alinT upward in suumia to unite with
praiia vttyu.

Pratytthctra
(Withdrawing the Mind from Sense
Perception)

Pratyahara is the liberation of the senses
from the objects that attract them. The word
means “reversal” or “withdrawal”; it indi
cates that the normal outward flow of the
senses must be reversed so that the senses
can return to their origin in the mind.

The first four limbs of Atanga Yoga
are external methods, the last three limbs
are internal processes, and the fifth limb,
pratya-hara, is the bridge between the ex
ternal and internal practices.

Normally the mind wanders
involuntarily from the mental image of
one sense object to another, and a desire
is created. This desire pulls the mind
outward. Awareness of this process is
the beginning stage of pratytthara. By
the practice of yama, niyama, asana, and
prautyama the mind gradually withdraws
from outer objects, turns inward, and
concentrates on the Self. The senses
follow the mind, withdrawing from the

objects that attract them, and turn inward.
Then the mind can go easily into dharaiut,
dhyana, and samadhi.

Pratyaiiara is practiced by repeatedly
pulling the mind back from going
outward. Various methods are useful to
help in pratyahara: man tra (the uttering of
sacred sounds), nada (listening to inner
sounds), japa (repetition of mantra or a
name of God), puja (worship), trataka
(gazing), ktrtan (chanting), mudra (literally
“seal”, “lock”), and nyasa (projecting the
divine principle onto various parts of
the body). Two additional practices of
pratyahttra which are explained in detail in
this book are aratr (worship by light), and
hand iizudrtts. (Page 60)

DMranti
(Concentration)

After the mind has been collected into
itself, that is, when pratyaPutra has been
accomplished, it must be directed toward
one object of concentration. This focusing
of attention onto one point is dharaut, the
sixth limb of Aaflga Yoga.

The word dharana is derived from
the root dha, meaning “to hold, carry,
support.” It refers to the holding of an
object in the mind. In dhttra;ja the mind
dwells only on the chosen object, and is
not allowed to wander to other objects.

Important objects of concentration
are sixteen points within the body
(odhaadhara): thumb, ankles, knees,
thighs, foreskin or labia, genitals, navel,

“All sadhanas, or
methods, are for simply
tricking the mind. The
trick is to not let the
mind spread out in a
form of thoughts.”

9



heart, neck, throat, palate, nose, middle
of the eyebrows, forehead, head, and
Brahmarandhra*.

Other suitable objects of concentration may
be a pictu of a deity, a cakra, one’s breath, a
visualization, a candle flame, or a rnantra.

Dhytna
(Meditation)

The word dhyttna is derived from the
root dhi, meaning “intellect.” Meditation
involves the channelling of intellect, or
mind, to one point. Dhyana is a continuous
succession of identical thoughts directed
toward one object which happens so
quickly that before one subsides another
(same thought) takes its place.

Dhyana is distinguished from dhraut
(concentration) only by its uninterrupted
nature. In scriptures the difference be
tween concentration and meditation is de
scribed as the difference between pouring
water and pouring oil: both streams fall
toward one place, but water falls in a
“broken” stream of drops whereas the
stream of oil is smooth, constant, and
unbroken.

Samtidhi
(Superconsciousness)

Samttdhi is the final limb of Atanga
Yoga. The word is derived from sam (to
gether) + (completely) + dha (to hold);

* literally “hole of God”; another name for

thus “to hold together completely.”
Samadhi differs from dhyana in that there is
no succession of identical thought waves,
but rather complete identity or absorption
in one object (thought).

Just as concentration culminates in
meditation, so meditation culminates
in samitdhi. In meditation there is
consciousness of mind and object only.
When meditation becomes intense,
the mind and object merge, and the
mind is no longer conscious of itself.
This dissolution of the subject-object
relationship is samMhi, or, more correctly,
the first stage of saimtdhi. The term saintidhi
actually refers to several stages of higher
consciousness that become progressively
more profound, finally culminating in
kaivalya — perfect Self-realization. The
stages of samitdhi reflect the progressive
withdrawal of consciousness into its
source, the Self.

Within the physical body, every human
being has a subtle body made up of in
visible structures and energies (kui1alini,
naITs, and cakras); and within the subtle
body is the causal body out of which the

Six cakras and
susumiza nIT THE SUBTLE BODY
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subtle and physical bodies are formed.
The subtle body can be understood as a
bridge between the physical body and the
causal body, and as the means by which
the aspirant attains enlightenment. To
derive the greatest benefit from the prac
tices of yoga, it is useful to learn some
thing of the structures and processes of
the subtle body.

Kuilalint is a reservoir of energy (prai.-za)
stored at the base of the spine. Because it
is a spiraling power, kuulalint is described
as a serpent, coiled three and one-half
times around svayambhu lingam. By doing
sadhana (spiritual practices) this kuilalin
energy is activated; it then moves up
the subtle spinal channel (suumza na4t),

piercing the energy centers (cakras). So
long as the illusion of “1 am this body”
persists, kualiift power remains inherent
but inactive. It awakens only when
attachment to the body begins to dissipate,
and then it becomes the energy by which
yoga (union) is achieved.

Nãdis
Nas are the subtle channels through

which vital energy (praiia) flows.
Although there is a vast network of na4ts
spread throughout the body, yoga practice
is primarily concerned with three main
nãTs: suumiza, ila, and pingala.

Of these three nalrs, susumna is the
most important.

SUSUMNA NApI

Suumu Na4T, the channel through
which kundalinr flows, begins at the base
of the spine (muiadhara

IF.

cakra, where kulalin lies “

dormant) and runs upward
through the spinal column.
When it reaches a spot at the base
of the skull (niastaka granthi or head
knot), it divides into two branches.
The main branch travels forward
through the head to pierce ajña cakra
(between the eyebrows) before reaching
mula at the top of the head. Yoga sadhana
is concerned only with this branch. The v
other branch travels up the back of the
skull and meets the main branch at muia.

Idt — Pingali Ntis

Ida nal begins on the left side of
suumza and pu gala naçlr on the right side
at the base of the spine. These two naps
spiral outside of and around suumza,
crossing each other between each cakra
and at mastaka granthi at the base of the
skull, like the two snakes of the familiar
caduceus. From mastaka granthi, i1a travels
up and around the right side of the head;
pingala moves similarly around the left
side. They cross again in the center of ajna
cakra; then itla exits through the left nostril,
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pingala through the right. Ida is associated
with the moon and female energy, pingala
with the sun and male energy.

Muladhara cakra with
four red petals, is located

at the base of the spine
and relates to the earth

element. Kundalinr is
coiled in the base of
this cakra.

Svadhithana
cakra, with six
bright red-
orange
petals, is
located at
the level of

the genitals
and relates to the

water element.

Maiiipura cakra, with ten blue petals, is
located at the level of the navel and relates
to the fire element.

Anahata cakra, with twelve red-violet
petals, is located at the level of the heart
and relates to the air element.

Viuddha cakra, with sixteen gray petals,
is located at the base of the neck and
relates to the ether element.

Ajna cakra, with two bright white petals,
is located four fingers’ width behind the
eyebrow center. Whereas the lower five
cakras are within susumna nalr, ajna cakra
is pierced by susumna at its bindu (center),
which is called krtta.

Sahasrara cakra, with one thousand
bright white petals, is located at the crown
of the head. Whereas the lower six cakras
are extremely small, lying in a horizontal
position within susumiza, sahasrara cakra
is large, filling the top of the skull and
pointing forward and downward. The
center (bindu) of the underside of sahasrara
cakra is named rT; the upper side of
this center is mula. KuizclalinT must pass
through srT in order to attain the highest
stage of knowledge. Srt is like a oneway
valve — once kundalinr has passed this
point it cannot descend again.

Paths of ida
(broken line)
and pingala
(solid line)
winding
around the
cakras.

Cakras
Cakras are specific energy centers that

are related to the various actions of prai;a.
Each of these centers is circular with a
central point of focused nergy known
as bindu; thence the name cakra, which

means “wheel.” The cakras lie
horizontally within susumna
na. The seven major cakras,

\ from lowest to highest, are as
follows:

Alyson
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Mtila
— Sattva Gutza

Jñana Cakra
— Sri
— Rajas Gua

— Tamas Guia

— Petals of Sahasrara

— Kuta
—Ajña Cakra

— SuumRui (main branch)

h— Mastaka Granthi

Sunita Alvson King
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